so it’s comfortable under foot. Use a piece of timber to drag the sand or dust
across the application area to provide a smooth surface.
5. Once the base is compacted, apply ;weed control fabric to the area. This will
prevent weed growth whilst allowing water drainage. Trim off any waste
membrane from the edges. If any joining is needed, overlap the edges then
attach them with gaffer tape. (n.b. if you have pets or animals that will be
using the lawn to ‘do their business’ then we recommend putting the
membrane before the hardcore to avoid it soaking up odours)
6. Unroll the artificial turf; over the area, being careful to not move the weed
membrane. If you are using Tuda Grass to replace a lawn, running the
product toward the house will give the best look from the windows of the
house.
7. Prize apart the pile of the grass to expose the black backing of the grass and
punch at least 4 inch long, galvanised (!) nails through to the foundation. Pin
it approximately every 30cm round the perimeter. It is also common to use a
treatedtimber perimeter bedded into the base to screw the edges into.

How to lay artificial grass on a hard
surface
1. Thoroughly clean the surface you plan to install the artificial grass on. The
area needs to be free of dust, grease and grime to allow the adhesive to
properly cure.
2. Like any artificial grass install, it is recommended you unroll the turf and allow
it a minimum of an hour to settle. This is due to it being flattened after being
tightly rolled up in storage.
3. Once your decking is clean you can begin fitting any weed membrane or
underlay that needs installing. If joining multiple strips of membrane is
required, ensure there is an overlap of at least 10cm when the two strips
meet. If you are using underlay ensure it is completely flat by walking around
the area and allowing it time to settle before adding the artificial grass.
4. Once your artificial grass has settled you can begin trimming it to size and
fixing it in place. Using our specially formulated Aquabond adhesive, begin
applying the glue round the perimeter of the backing of the grass in a zigzag
pattern as close to the edge as you can. Once you’ve applied the adhesive,
position the grass how you’d like it then wait 23 hours for the adhesive to
cure. It is at this point you want to be pulling the piece (or pieces) taut to
ensure there are no creases or trapped air. nb. It is worth noting that some
artificial grass has a grain or “pile direction”. This affects its appearance from
different angles and should be considered when positioning the grass on the
area. It’s generally best to point the pile towards the main viewing area.

